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Foreword

During the past fifteen years at least twenty

correspondence courses in drawing have been

placed on the market. I have often thought

that such a course could be put into book form

and sold at a small fraction of what those

courses cost.

Most art books on the market cover water

color and oil painting, and the field of practical

art for reproduction has been more or less

neglected.

Therefore in this little book I have tried to

give a complete and practical course in black

and white drawing for reproduction.

It covers every branch of work with the ex

ception of lettering. (This subject is fully

covered in a former book "How to Paint

Signs and Sho' Cards.")

These lessons are the sum of over ten years'

study and personal experience. Also many

other artists have contributed practical advice

to the course.

It would be impossible to enumerate all who

have contributed to the book. But I especially

wish to mention three of my former teachers

whose past suggestions have been of great

benefit to me : Messrs. G.H. Lockwood, A. V.

Warren and Eugene Zimmerman, better

known as “ Zim . " We are also indebted to E.

5



FOREWORD

M. Gill for information on engravingmethods,

and to the Paasche Air Brush Co., and to Will

Farrow for some of the cartooning illustra
tions.

Not all the drawings shownhere are new or

original. Some artist friends have contrib

uted sketches which were usually worked over

for more practical reproduction . A few of the

drawings weremade for,and used by, my cus

tomers who have kindly consented to their

reproduction here.

Altogether the ideas were collectedfrom

every imaginable source and the different

varieties of technique should be especially

valuable to the student who is trying to im

prove his style..

Merely trying to draw in a hap -hazard

manneris not apt to make an artist of you.

You should follow some well laid plan or

course of work . These lessons were arranged

to lead a student from the simplest copy work

tothe field of practical illustration.

If you desire to become a cartoonist don't

attempt to skip everything else and do the

work in the cartoon chapter only. A cartoon

ist should understand sketching, perspective

figure drawing, and all the other branches of

art explainedin the chapters which preceed

cartooning. In short he must have a founda

tion to work on.

An hour a day spent on these lessons should

carry the student through the course and give

6 .



FOREWORD

him a fair grasp of the subject in less than a

year's time.

I wish to place special emphasis on sketch

ing and the necessity of carrying a sketch

pad. You need not copy all the drawings

shown in the book but only the ones that ap

peal to your taste. I do not believe in giving
the student a set number of drawings to copy

for each lesson, as each student has certain

personal tastes and certain reasons for study

ing art.

Some wish to draw simply as a hobby or

accomplishment, some want to do cartooning,

and many wish to take up commercial art asa

means of earning a living. So each student

should decide exactly what he wishes to ac

complish and work in that direction .

As soon as the student is able to do so, it is

better to make original drawings than to do

straight copy work. But before you try to do

original pen work you should be able to make

a perfect copy of any picture in the book.

When you can do this stop copying and work

for originality, as too muchcopy work is apt

to make a copyist instead of an artist of you .

Don't try to see how much you can do, but

try ratherto see how good you can make each

and every drawing. Just remember “ What is

worth doing at all is worth doing well. "

7





COMMERCIAL ART AND CARTOONING

ELEMENTARY DRAWING

There are three principalmethods of expres

sion in pictorial work : outline drawing, mass

drawing and color work. The most important

of these methods to the beginner is mass

drawing

An outline drawing is usually a meresymbol

of what it is supposed to represent. Most be

ginners use outlines too much, and overlook

the masses of light and shade. Outlines can

not be properly drawn until the student has

anunderstanding of masses.

Carefully observe every object before you

attempt to draw it. By squinting or looking

at the object through half closed eyes you can

get a better idea of the masses of light and

shade.

Sketching is the foundation of all pictorial

art, by all means carry a sketch pad and pen

cilwith you and make a practice of drawing

atleast six sketches a day. The sketch habit

will develop your ability faster than any
course of instruction ever written .

Sketch everything that is of interest to you,

sketches maybe crude and amateurish

you will keep at it you will see your

Improving every week.

your

but if

work
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COMMERCIAL ART AND CARTOONING

Make sketches of your friends, your pets ,

the furniture, kitchen utensils, etc. After you

have finished a picture hold it before a mirror

and look for faults in the reflected picture .

This reversed view will often enable you to

see mistakes which you would otherwise over

look.

When a sketch seems out of proportion re

draw and correct it until the picture looks

right to you. The ability to see and correct your

own mistakes will help you out a great deal more

than having some one else point them out to you .

Notice the picture of the girl head, Fig. 1 .

First we carefully observe the general shape

and proportions and block in the form with

straight lines. In Fig. 2 the picture has been

inked in and the blocking lines erased.

In sketching hold the pencil lightly at some

distance from the point and sketch with a free

hand. Don't cramp the fingers around the

pencil or bear down heavily.

By holding the pencil at arms length and

using the thumb nail for an indicator you can

measure the proportions of the object you are

sketching. See Fig. 3.

Not all artists use this method and some

teachers do not approve of it ; however you

should try it if you have trouble in getting

correct proportions.

Also the blocking-in method which I just

described is used exclusively in some schools

and ignored by others. Zim the famous cari

12



COMMERCIAL ART AND CARTOONING

caturist makes his sketches in free sweeps

using curved lines altogether instead of the

blocking -in method .

In fact most cartoonists and others who

draw from imagination and memory prefer a

very free style of sketching. Fig. 6 shows a

girl, sketched with a lead pencilfrom imagina

tion. This style of sketching is not intended

for reproduction but as a preliminary layout

for pen and ink work. Fig. 7 shows the same

sketch inked in and pencillines erased.

These methods are mostly a matter of taste

and personal inclination . I have heard that

one of our famous colorartists does his pastel

cover designs on the floor in preference to

using a drawing table.

Methods of working are far less important

than constant practice . In making pencil rend

erings I usually sketch the general propor

tions with a very hard pencil (About 6 H) and

then make the sketch with a soft pencil. (6 B

is good.)

I consider three pencils a complete outfit

for all work. Use the two just described and

a No. 2 such as is usually used for writing pur

poses.

The books that show drawings made with

a dozen different pencils are published by the

pencil manufacturers who naturally want you

to buy a full set. The drawings reproduced in

such books are not ordinary line cuts or half

13
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COMMERCIAL ART AND CARTOONING

tones,for a great amount of hand tooling has

been done on the cut to get the soft effects.

A real artist seldom uses more than two

or three pencils on a sketch. By using one

grade of pencil or one kind of pen, brush or

crayon on a drawing you give the picture a

certain character. But by mixing your medi

ums, unless you are a very skilled artist,

you are almost certain to spoil the picture.

Any paper will do, the regular sketch pads

are convenient, or a small unruled linen finish

writing tablet, is very good.

A piece of art gum makes the best eraser,

and that gives youa complete outfit for pencil

sketching

J. N. Darling, better known as “ Ding ” has

this to say about pencil sketching: “Any boy

with the average amount of intelligence who

will carry around a pad of paper, and a pencil

with him all the time, making five or six

sketches a day from life,will, in five years

have acquired enough skill to take a minor

position as a cartoonist, and his success after

that will not be slow in coming, if he continues

to work hard ."

Make good enlarged copies of the pictures

shown in the book, as yougo along.

Where sizes are marked on the picture, that

is the size of theoriginal drawing, where sizes

are not marked, make your copies anywhere

from two, to six times as large as the print,

16



COMMERCIAL ART AND CARTOONING

€
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1

working large or small as best suited to your

own taste .

To copy a picture measure its general pro

portions; supposing the print is two by three

inches, make dots or lines to indicate these

proportionsonyour paper. Suppose you make

thepicture 6x9 inches,it is best to make your

sketch on a piece of thin paper, sketch in the

principal proportions first , and put in the

details afterward .

Now when your sketch is corrected and fin

ished rub a blue pencil or even a soft lead

pencil on the back ofthe paper.

Then lay your cleanpiece of smooth draw

ing paper, or bristol board on the drawing

board, lay the sketch over it, and fasten down

with thumb tacks. Next take a hard pencil

and trace the sketch carefully, this will trans
fer a clean sketch on your drawing paper all

ready to ink in. (Do not use carbonpaper it is

greasy and cannot be erased ).

See the chapter on pen and ink for further
directions on inking in.

1

|

:

STILL LIFE

Most resident art schools start the student

to work on casts or still life drawings, and

some schools expect you to confine yourself

entirely to such work for a year or two.

17
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COMMERCIAL ART AND CARTOONING

While such work helps greatly in teaching

you to see correctly it is apt tobecome very
monotonous.

The modern artteacher is waking up to the

real importance of sketching. It is far better

and more interesting to make hundreds of

sketches of interesting things, than a few stiff

precise drawings to be coldly criticized by a

busy teacher.

Usually the student needs encouragement

rather than someone to find fault.

Twelve or more years ago I started to take

an eighty -five dollar correspondence course,

how well I remember some of the "red ink

criticism " on my work .

One copy of a girl's head came back with

this notation " The hair looks more like a door

mat," and like notations on other drawings

such as “ very poor” etc.

It is very well to show a student where he

can improve his work, but to simply tell him

it is "very poor” is farfrom being either help

ful or encouraging.

Arranging simple objects, such as kitchen

utensils, fruits, etc., to make a pleasing compo

sition is very good training for a student.

Following are a few simple rules of compo

sition which will prove helpful in your advanc

ed work, as well as in stilllife.

Pictures should not usually be perfectly

square, but are more pleasing when made ob

long or larger one way than the other.

1
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COMMERCIAL ART AND CARTOONING

There should usually besome one object in

the picture as the center of interest, this need

not be the largest object in the picture but its

color or the leading lines of the picture should

tend to draw attention to it.

Neither should the principal object be in the

center of the picture, but rather above, and

slightly to one side ofthe center. (Thisis not

necessary, but merely suggested as better

than thecenter.)

The upper left hand part of the picture

makes agood position for the center of inter

est, because we are in the habit of looking

there in reading.

If yourpicture consists of sky and water, do

not let the sky -line come in the center of the

picture, but rather make more sky, or else

more water than sky.

And in thissame picture, a boat would form

the center of interest, while someclouds in the

background would add to the composition.

There are many things that must be taken

into consideration in picture composition, for

instance, a human figure in a picture will usu-

ally be the center of interest.

In a group of animals, a horse or dog, would

probably bethe center of interest, because the

human race has known these two animals as

friends for thousands of years.

An odd number is more interesting than an
even number. If we were to show three birds

21
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COMMERCIAL ART AND CARTOONING

flying in the distance it would be better than
two.

Also pictures should contain a certain

amount of harmony and contrast. For in

stance a group of objects should contrast

somewhatin size, color, and shape, but they

should harmonize in relationship . Thus a

round and a square object of different sizes

would make a better composition than two

round objects .

Fruit, and dishes,make a good composition ,
but fruit and an old shoe would make a poor

composition.

It is best to break the long straight lines

of a picture, as they lead the eye out of the

composition.

Usually all the pictures in a book are kept

more or less in harmonious rendering. (We

must necessarily violate the rule in this book

in order to illustrate the different styles and

methods of working.)

Action is also a way of attracting attention,

to show a figure in extreme action, will attract

attention to that part of the picture.

Light and shade, is one of the most import

ant things to master. In drawing an object
always consider where the light is supposed

to come from, and make your highlights and

shadows accordingly.

Reflected lights must be taken into consider

ation as well as the principal source of light.

Unusual and pleasing effects are produced

1
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COMMERCIAL ART AND CARTOONING

by exaggerating the effects of light and shade.

This gives brilliancy to your work.

Notice the picture of the ball, this is simply

acircle drawn on the paper, and the round

effect is produced by light, and shade.

Practice drawing a ball, and try to make it

look ready to roll off the paper. This is very

important as a knowledge of this simple light

and shade effect will enable you to make your

pictures look natural and not like distorted

diagrams.

The skull is an important study , as it is the

foundation forall pictures of heads.
The dotted finish on the ball is called pen

stipple. It is made by hand, and is a very
simpleway of getting different tones in a black

andwhite drawing.

The skull is a freehand pen drawing made

without a preliminary sketch. Thismakes

good pen practice, but is not practical for

regular use.

You can get books devoted entirely to still

life if youare especially interested in the

work . But for our present purpose it seems

advisable to devote the space to subjects not

usually found in the regular school drawing

book.

25
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COMMERCIAL ART AND CARTOONING

PEN AND INK WORK.

The most popular mediums for black and

white illustration are pen and ink, retouched

photographs, wash, gauche, and pencil draw

ings.

Pen and ink work has many advantages

over the other mediums. Such drawings can

be reproduced with zinc etchings, known as

O
C
E
N

FIG . 8
EX10

FIGURE 8.

FREEHAND PEN SKETCH.

“line cuts," which are considerably cheaper

than " half-tone" cuts .

Also such drawings can be printed on cheap

stock, such as newspapers are printed on,

while fine half-tones must be printed on paper

with a high finish on the surface.

28
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Pencil sketches can also be reproduced with

zinc etching, but they lose the soft sketchy

effect of the originals.

Some of the large advertising agencies are

using lead pencil illustrations for newspaper.

advertising. These pencil pictures reproduce

very bold, and somewhat blacker than the

original drawing.

See Fig. 11. This is a freehand pencil rend

ering with a “Negro” pencil. The simple mass

effects in the hair are often better than too

much detail, especially in quick sketches.

Drawings reproduced by the half-tone

method lose a considerable partof their con

trast in reproduction, but agood pen and ink

drawing will always reproduce exactly like

the original.

To develop a good pen and ink style or tech

nique, it is necessary to do a great deal of

studying, copying and experimenting.

There are an unlimited number of styles of

rendering, in factno two pen artists work ex

actly alike. But almost any professional artist

can imitate the style of another.

However it pays to develop a style of your

own bythe time you are ready to step into the

professional ranks.

The modern trend in pen and ink drawing is

toward a sketchy style, rather than stiff pre
cisely finished work .

Every line in a pen drawing must have a

29
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COMMERCIAL ART AND CARTOONING
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meaning and a purpose. The lines not only

give shape and color to the objects ; but the

direction of the lines may add to the composi

tion, and give an appearance of depth to the

picture.

For instance the lines used in the back

ground are usually lighter than those in the

foreground.

The No. 303 Gillott's pen isused more than

any other; also the Crow Quill, No. 170, 290,

404,and 1068 are good ones to try.

Also some artists use Spencerian No. 5 or

No. 12. These can all be purchased at art

stores.

Draw the pen across the edge of the bottle

after it is dipped to prevent blotting with too
much ink .

Higgins' waterproof black drawing ink is

best for most purposes.

Most artists use a smooth bristol board such

as Strathmore; but someprefer the kid finish,

or regular illustration board.

Franklin Booth uses Whatman's drawing

paper. His style is well suited to a medium

finish paper, while a smooth style would re

quire a smoother paper.

Practice for ten or fifteen minutes a day on

simple pen lines,as shown in Fig. 12, 13, 14,

and 15. This will help you get confidence and
control of the pen.

Cross hatching Fig. 13 is used very little by

34
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COMMERCIAL ART AND CARTOONING

present day illustrators, but it is good in some

cases.

Different illustrators get entirely different

pen effects ; someuse very smooth lines, others

very ragged lines, some work mostly with long

lines, others use short flourishes. The prin

cipal thing is to learn to draw well and handle

the pen confidently.

Some artists make their preliminary sketch

on a layout paper, or ordinary wrapping

paper, then rub a blue pencil over the back,

and trace it through on the clean Bristol

board, and ink it in .

Butmost illustrators prefer tomakea small

" thumb sketch ”to get an exact idea of how the

composition will be arranged.

Thentheysketch the picture directly on the

bristol board and ink it in.

The pencil lines may be erased with art gum ,

when the ink is dry.

Pen drawings are made all the way from

same size, to six times as large as the picture

is to print.

Engraving house artists usually work for

one half reduction. That is, a picture to print

in a space 2x3 inches wouldbe drawn 4x6

inches .

Some of the work done bythe large adver

tising agencies, is same size, this is for the pur

pose ofshowing the customer just how itwill

look, and for convenience in handling the

drawings.
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In submitting cartoons, etc. to magazines, or

papers, it is better to make them not over two

orthree times the size you think they should

be printed.

Do not write the size you intend the draw

ings to print on your work, the editor uses his

own judgment in this respect.

A drawing you imagined should be printed

two columnswide, maybe reduced to one. And

sometimes an especially clever small drawing

that is sent in for a onecolumn cut is returned

to the artist, to be redrawn in colors, and used

as a cover design.

Cartoonists who are employed regularly by

a paperneed not be limited to the size of their

work, because the originals are not sent

through the mails.

Many of our best political cartoonists work

from these three to six times as large as the

pictures are printed , also many of the high

class illustrators work quite large.

Most engraving houses charge extra for

work reduced to less than one sixth the size

of the original, so a drawing to be printed

two columns wide, or about four and one

fourth inches should be less than twenty -seven

and a half inches wide in the original.

For your benefit I have marked the sizes of

the originals on most of the drawings in this

book. În copyingthese pictures enlarge them

to the sizes marked. Where sizes are not
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FIGURE 51.

VIGNETTE HALF - TONE FROM WASH DRAWING .
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COMMERCIAL ART AND CARTOONING

marked enlarge the picture anywhere from

two to six times as large as it is printed.

Most artists prefer to work large, but it is

best to learn to do small rendering also , espec

ially if you expect to do commercial art work

for a living.

At one time while employed in anengraving

house I was called on to letter about forty

words and draw a border design for a street

railway ticket, the original design was about

the size of a large business card,and I used a

magnifying,or large reading glass while doing

the pen work .

In doing pen worklearn to get plenty of ink

on each line, don't allow yourfine lines to be

come too scratchy and watery, and don't draw

your fine lines too close together, as they will

blur and run together when reduced. Even

fine lines will come out clean and sharp, if they

are well filled with ink.

A great many odd effects may be produced

by cutting up your pen lines, with Chinese

White; use a small red sable brush.

Also the white can be used to correct your

work, but don't get into the bad habit of de

pending too much on your white.

Spatter work as shown in the girl's picture

Fig . 16 is done bydroppinga few drops of ink

on an old tooth brush, hold the brush with

bristles up, over the drawing, and rub a tooth

pick or knife blade across the bristles; throw

ing a fine spatter of ink on the picture. The
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large spaces not to be spattered should be cov

ered with little scraps of paper, weighted in

place with coins or other small objects.

Spatter drawing will print darker than the

original when reproduced, and they will not
stand much reduction .

The highlights in this picture ( Fig. 16.)

were painted in with Chinese White after the

spatter work was done.

An odd snow storm effect may be produced

by spattering white ink on a black back
ground.

It is a personal opinion ofmine that the

heavy posterstyle drawings; liketheIndian

headFig. 18 or the extremely light sketches

like Fig.17 are morepleasing than just ordi
nary pen drawings.

FIGURE 18 .
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COMMERCIAL ART AND CARTOONING

METHODS OF REPRODUCTION

In order that the student may understand

how pictures arereproduced from the original

drawings, I shall give a brief description of

the modern methods of engraving.

The old time wood engraving, steel engrav

ing, and even lithograph work, has been almost

entirely replaced by the modern photo engrav

ing porcess.

Photography is the basis of all mechanical

processes that comeunder the head of photo

engraving. These processes are generally

called mechanical, yet, as in photography,

great skill is required to produce the best re

sults. The higher grades of half-tone work

require much careful finishing, which is all

done by hand, and must be done by a skilful,

intelligent, and artistic engraver.

Practically all things may be reproduced

successfullyby photo -engraving, but the vast

majority of subjects that go to the photo

engraver are either photographs or drawings.

All methods of relief plate photo -engraving

comeunder two general heads: "Half-tone'

and “line engraving, ” the latter being very

generally known as "zinc etching.” Zinc etch

ing is the simplest method of photo -engraving

and should be thoroughly understood before
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one begins to inquire into the intricacies of

the half -tone process.

It is used to reproduce what is known as

“ black and white" work, or line drawings. Any

drawing or print having black lines or dots

on a white background ,without any middle

shades, may be engraved by this process. The

old -fashioned “wet-plate” photography is used

in making practically all process plates, either

in line or half-tone.

The drawing is first put on a copy board in

front of a camera made especially for this

work, in whose holder the wet plate has al

ready been placed by the operator. The sub

ject may be enlarged or reduced to any desired

size, nearly all drawings being made larger

than they are desired to be reproduced in the

plates. The exposure is much longer than in

ordinary dry plate work, generally lasting in

the neighborhood of five minutes. The result

is a black and white negative. That is, the

lines that were black in the drawing are abso

lutely clear and transparent in the negative,

but the rest of the negative is black. Then the

negative goes to the “ negative -turning ” de

partment. Here the negative is coated with

solutions of collodion and rubber cement,

which makes the film exceedingly tough — so

tough that it is easily stripped from the glass

on which it was made, and is “ turned" with

the positive side up on another sheet of glass.

If this were not done, the plate would be re
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COMMERCIAL ART AND CARTOONING

versed in printing — that is, a line of type

would readfrom right to left, or backward.

After the negative is " turned ,” it is ready

for etching. The surface of a sheet of zinc,

which hasbeen polished until it is smooth and

without a scratch or a flaw of any kind, is

flowed with a photographic emulsion of albu

men andammonium bichromate, and a print

is made through the negative ; that is, it is ex

posed to a powerful light, and the light

shines through the transparent parts ofthe

negative, and makes insoluble the sensitized

surface; while the masked part of thenegative

protects the sensitized surface from the action

of the light. The plate is next “ rolled up”

with a lithograph roller which distributes a

thin coating of etching ink over theentire

surface. The plate is then washed off care

fully with water, but the ink adheres to all

portionsof the plate that have been acted upon

by the light.

We now have a fully developed print on the

highly polished surface of the zinc that is an

exactreproduction of the original drawing. It

is now necessary to make this print acid proof,

and this is done by covering the plate with a

coating of very fine resinous powder, called

"dragon's blood,” which adheresto the printed

portions of the plate. The plate is subjected

to enough heat to melt this powder, and is then

ready for the acid bath .

A strong solution of nitric acid is used for
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etching zinc plates. This acid is placed in

trays, which are rocked continually, while the

plate is being etched. The melted dragon's

blood makes a perfect acid resistant, and the

acid does not act on the print or the picture,

but eats away the bare surfaces of the metal

between the black lines and the dots. When

the etching has advanced far enough to make

a plate that may be used in printing, the lines

and dots of the picture stand out very prom

inently , the metal around the lines and dots

having been eaten away to quite a depth .

There are many other small details that can

not be described in a short article, but these

are the principal operations gone through in

etching the plate.

A very important thingin etching is to pre

vent " under -cutting." The acid resistant is

i only on the surface. If means were not taken

i to prevent it, assoon as the acid got below the

surface. it would begin to eat in under the

print and the lines and dots of the picture

would disappear; therefore as soon as the

plate has had its first “ bite,” it is taken from

the acid, dried, and dragon's blood is brushed

| against the sides of the lines. This powder is

is then melted on, and the plate given another

i etching.

While the plate is being etched down, itis

removed from the acid several times, and the

sides of the dots and lines are again protected.
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After leaving the etching room theplate goes

to the “router,” an ingenious machine, with a

cutting tool revolving at a speed of thousands

of revolutions a minute, which removes the

waste metal in the large open places between

the lines and dots.

The zinc plates are looked over by a finisher,

defects areremedied, and the metal plates are

CU

FIGURE 25.

!

then nailed on wooden blocks, so that they

will be "type-high," that is exactly the same

height as the metal type- forms used in print

ing . The plateis then ready for theprinter.

Fig . 25 is a zinc etching, the stipple effect in

the sun rays is Ben Day work put in by the

engraver. There are many different patterns

of these shadings and the artist can get some

pleasing effects by marking his drawing for

Ben Day tints in certain portions.
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5

HALF-TONES

If a " half -tone” print taken from anymaga

zine or periodical is examined with a magnify

ing glass, it will be seen that the entire picture

is a network of lines and dots, formed by two

sets of lines running diagonally across the

plate at right angles to each other. In the

darker portions of the picture it will be seen

that the lines are very heavy, with a small

white dot in the center of each square, made

by the intersecting lines. In the lighter por

tions of the picture these lines will be found

to be very fine, while in the lightest parts, or

in the "high -lights," as theyare called,the

lines disappear and are replaced by fine dots,

not much larger than a pin point.

To make a half- tone plate of a photograph

or drawing, it is necessary to express this

photograph or drawing in dots. It is for this

purpose that the half-tone " screen " is used.

Thescreen consists of two thin pieces of plate

glass, on the surface of each of which a series

of very delicate parallel black lines have been

diagonally ruled. When these pieces of glass

are cemented together, face toface, the par

allel lines ruled on each cross at right angles,

giving a very fine "mosquito -netting " effect.
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COMMERCIAL ART AND CARTOONING

The method of making the negative is very

similar to that described in making line nega

tives , excepting that in making a half-tone

negative the screen is placed in the plate

holder directly in front of the sensatized wet

plate. The subject is then photographed , and

the result is a negative expressing the subject

in fine transparent lines and dots.

Copper isgenerally used instead of zinc in

making half -tone plates. In making a print

on copper the light penetrates the transparent

lines and dots ofthe negative, and renders

the sensitized surface of the plate insoluable .

The black parts of the negative between the

transparent lines and dots protect the sensi

tized surface.

When the plate, after printing is placed

under running water, the parts of the sensi
tized surface that have not been acted upon by

light, wash away, leaving a print that becomes

acid proof after beingsubjected to intense
heat.

The method of etching a copper plate is

similar to that already described for etching

zinc plates, excepting that sesqichloride of

iron is used instead of nitric acid .

In a half -tone the dots and lines are so close

together that great depth is neither desirable

nor possible, and no steps are taken to prevent

undercutting. The group of decorative fig

ures, 19 to 24 are reproduced by the half-tone

process.
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The half-tone plate, after ithas been carried

as far as possible by mechanical processes, is

In capable of great improvement in the hands of

skilful engravers. The plate as it comes from

et the etching bath may be termed a mechanical

ni product. Though great skill is necessary in

ect making the negative, the print, and the etch

ing, the hand -finishing gives the plate many of

its artistic qualities.

The unfinished plate is apt to be more or

less " flat ” in appearance ; the high lights may

not be light enough, while the dark portions

e of the plate are apt, in cases, to be too light.

The most common methods of finishing are

re -etchingand burnishing. The finisher dips

a camel's-hair brush in acid and applies it

to the high - lightportions of the plate ,orother

š places that are too dark, and allows it to act

the metal until these parts of the plateare
bi

lightened sufficiently. The parts of the plate

that are too light aremade darker by rubbing

down the surface ofthe plate with a tool called

ii the burnisher. The skilful, artistic finisher

has other methods at his command for making

the plate reproduce as accurately and as artis

tically as possiblethe original drawing or pho

tograph. High lights are sometimes cut out

entirely, or a fine engraver's tool may be " run "

between the lines ; while a " wood -engraved ”

finish is produced by cutting, in certain por
ig

tions of the plate, lines similar to those used

in wood engraving.
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COMMERCIAL ART AND CARTOONING

Thescreens used in making half-tones have

from 65 to 400 lines to the inch , the coarser

ones are used for printing on cheap paper.

The screens ranging from 100 to 175 are most

used for better classes of work. 133 screen

was used for the half -tone reproductions in

this book. The very fine screens are but sel

dom used.

The greatest developments in process work

in recent years havebeen in the making of

color plates. Beautiful results are obtained

in two colors by the “ duograph ” or “ duotone”

processes, the plates beingmade for two print

ings. The three-color process aims to repro

duce all colors in three printings, by using inks

of red, yellow, and blue. This process is very

interesting, but somewhat intricate. Primar

ily, the results are made possible by color

separations. The aim is to take a colored sub

ject-an oil painting, for instance — and by

photographing it three times, each time

through a different colored piece of glass to

divide all the colors into what are called the

three primary colors — red, yellow , and blue.

From each of these color separations a half

tone plate is made, and when these plates are

put on the printing-press, and the impressions

are printed over each other in yellow, red, and

blue inks, respectively, the result is a printed

picture reproducing correctly all thecolors of

the original subject. Sometimes a fourth or
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key plate is run in black along with the other

three.

PERSPECTIVE

Many bookshave been written on perspec

tive and hundreds of diagrams have been

drawn to explain this seemingly complicated

subject.

Like many other things the subject has been

over -explained, and theresult ofall the elab

orate diagrams is to bewilder the art student

into thinking that perspective is a very diffi

cult and complicated mechanical accomplish

ment. To be sure mechanical perspective is a

big subject but free hand perspective as used

in ordinary illustration and cartoons is a very

simple matter.

If you happen to be one of the thousands of

art students who has never been able to mas

ter perspective; put away all doubts and ap

proach the subject this timeas an easy prob

lem that you can master in a few minutes.

Memorize this one simple rule, then try to

apply it to every building or other object

around you, the rule is : “All level lines leading

away from the observer vanish at a point on the

horizon which is level with the eye of the observer . ”

Read the rule over, memorize it and reason

out its realmeaning. If you look at a building
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your eyes come level with a point about five

feet above the ground ; even if the building

should be twenty stories high, every level line

(such as the rows of windows etc.) points to

ward a spot exactly level with your eye.

If you were a toad, every level line would

vanish at a point on the ground. To a bird
one hundredfeet in the air all the level lines

would converge at a point, one hundred feet

above the ground.

Pictures drawn as though the observer was

far up above the ground are called “ birds eye

views. ”

No matter what you are drawing, whether

it be furniture, machinery or what not, just

consider your eye level ( called point of sight)

and make all level lines leading away from

you, lead toward that point on the horizon .

Lines which are not level such as roofs on

buildings, roads running up or down hill etc.

naturally cometo a vanishing point different

from the level lines, this is called an accidental

vanishing point. If you are sketching from

life it is easy to determine just where these

vanishing points come by holding a ruler at

arms length between your eye andthe leading
lines of the object.

Studythe simple perspective diagrams Fig.

26 and 27 and makesimilar drawings of other

simple objects carrying the level lines to a

vanishingpoint.

These drawings are very simple, but if you
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can really grasp the principal of perspective

you need no further explanation ; and com

plicated diagrams are very apt to confuse the

student.

Fig. 29 shows some good perspective effects.

Notehow light the linesarein the background

in comparison to the fence and tree in the

foreground. The trees in 30 and the roadway

in 31show the effect of perspective by getting

smaller as they recede.

In cartooning the problem of perspective is

just as simple as in other drawings . Just as

the cartoonist exaggerates the characteristics

of his subjects, so too he must exaggerate the

perspective to make the objects in the fore

ground seem to fairly come out of the picture.

The cartoons by J. N. Ding in the daily

papers are very good examples of cartoon

perspective.

R. S. Sullivant whose humorous pictures

cften appear in Life and other magazines

makes a specialty of extremes in perspective .

Every building whether it is a hut or a castle

maybe considered as a box. Fig. 26 shows the

perspective of a small box, the dotted lines are

used to carry the lines of the box to a vanish

ing point. In Fig. 27 we have the interior of a

room, this is a box also ; but we are seeing it

from the inside, the eye of the observer comes

level with the center if the window, so all the

lines lead toward that point.
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It is possible to reproduce a natural looking

picture of a skyscraper on a postage stamp.

Perspective and comparison are thesecret of

making small things look large.

If you wish to make a picture of a giant

simply make his head small and make other

objects in the picture small in comparison to

his figure. A dwarf would be the opposite ; his

headwould be large and the figure small in

comparison to other objects.

E.C
H

FIGURE 133.

Flourish drawing requires considerable

practice. It is best to begin on curves and sim

pledesigns, use Higgins' eternalink because it

is thinner than the regular drawing ink. Turn

the drawing to do the flourishes ; the heavy

lines are made while pulling the pen toward

you.
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PENCIL SKETCHING

Pencil sketching is the foundation on which

to build your árt career.

You may learn to copy pictures and doper

fect pen and ink work but without sketching

youare almost certain to become a copyist.

All your pen technique, and laboriousefforts

will be practically wasted ; without the origin

ality which can be developed by sketching.

Carry a regularpocket sketch pad or a small

size unruled linen finish writing tablet and

three lead pencils; hard ,medium , and extra

soft. You should make sketches from imagi

nation or memory as well as from life.

Many books have been written on sketching,

but unfortunately most of them are not illus

trated, and therefore have little appeal to the

student. However you need but little instruc

tion on the subject, the best way is to follow

your own inclination ; but be sure to make at

least six sketches a day.

These need not be finished drawings, but

good five or ten minute sketches are more

practical.

It is best to select a variety of subjects;

people, animals, scenery , statues, funny inci
dents and pencil sketches of paintings, orsome

special detail in a painting that you see in art

galleries or museums.
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The trouble with the average amateur is

that he tries to put too much in his pictures.

You must knowwhat to leave out as well as

what to put in. If several objects are included

in the sketch, some one thing should occupy

the foreground, and other objects in the back

ground treated with less detail.

To find a good composition in sketching

from nature, cutan oblong hole about one by

one and one-half inches in a small piece of

cardboard, hold this anywhere from six to

thirty inches from your eye between you and

the scene or object to be sketched. Bymoving

the card back and forth, and turning it around,

you can select the most pleasing composition

and know just what to put in the sketch .

The branch of a tree in the extreme fore

ground ; and some fleecy clouds in the back

ground will often make a very interesting sub

jectof something that would otherwise be very

ordinary.

In illustrating this book I have used mostly

pen and ink drawings because they reproduce

better than pencil sketches.

You do not need sketches to copy , but in

penand ink work some copying is a great help

in developing a technique or style.

In sketching the principal thing is to get a

characteristic picture ofan interesting sub

ject, and technique is a secondary considera

tion.

Do not be disappointed if most of your first
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i

I

sketches are apparent failures, keep at it and

your work will soon begin to improve.

When you make a sketch that is especially

pleasing to the eye, study it, and try to see

w it is morepleasing than your other

sketches. You will find the answer usually in

good composition.

Also study the pleasing pictures that you

see in the papers and magazines, and try to

find just what it is that makes them pleasing.

It is very well to be critical with your own

sketches, but do not be a critic and try to

"show off” your knowledge of artby finding

fault with all the pictures you see.

If you are looking for faults you are apt

to be a faulty artist, but if you look forthe

beauty in things about you then you will be

able to put some of that beauty into your own

work.

It is almost as important to be able to appre

ciate good drawingas to be able to do it.

Every art student whatever his or her ambi

tion may be should learn to draw with pencil

pen and crayons before he or she takes up

brushes and colors.

You should learn to draw before you at

tempt to paint, otherwise most of your efforts
will be wasted.

Drawing and painting are not separate arts

but are one and the same in a broad sense. But

an attemptto render an object in colors, before

☆ you are able to see and express form with the

ܐ

I

8

}
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effects of light and shade, is like trying to

compose music before you know the notes.

Mistakes in form, and poor drawing, may

sometimes be concealed from the average ob

server by color effects, but mistakes in a pen

and ink drawing stand out obtrusively appar

ent to almost anyone.

TREES AND FOLIAGE

Many art students seem to be under the im

pression that a tree is a tree regardless of

variety or location, but nothing could be fur

ther from the truth.

A group of fir trees on a south sea island

picture, or a palm tree in the great north

woods would be very badly out of place. Or

if you were illustrating a scene from a story

describing an oak tree and you should put a

poplar tree in the picture because you didn't

know the difference, it would make a joke of

what was supposed to be a serious drawing.

It is impossible for me to illustrate allthe

varieties of trees here, but this much should

awaken you to the importance of knowing

something about the subject.

Note the different character in the tree pic

tures shown herewith and when you are out

sketching try a few tree sketches, they are

often good to use in backgrounds and some

times even in the foreground of your pictures.
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Different artists have different methods of

rendering foliage pictures, and it is a good

idea to clip out and save all the good treepic
tures you see.

In fact most artists make a collection of all

kinds of pictures and file them away for future

reference . Such a collection is professionally

knownas a "morgue" and is usually filed with

an alphabetical index to enable the artist to

find any kind of a picture on short notice.

The larger newspapers usuallyhave a very
complete morgue with aspecial filing clerk
in charge .

Here the newspaper artist can

findanything he needs for reference purposes.

These scraps are not copied exactly but the
artist uses them to refresh his memory, as no

one person can memorize the exact appearance

of all the animals, trees, buildings, people, and

the thousands of other objects hemay be called

upon to draw at any time.

Many artists become altogether too depend

ent on their scraps, but our best artists and
cartoonists usethem only in emergencies.

Returningto the subject of trees; itwould

be well for the student to copy all the foliage

studies shown herein. In Fig. 36 part of the

effect is obtained with splashes or daubs of

Chinesewhite over the pen work .

Fig. 38 is an autumn scene. No. 39 is a

i decorative sketch and No. 40 shows a snow

1 effect on the tree in the foreground.

In 37 we have a tropical scene rendered in
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simple but very effective pen lines. Fig. 41

shows pine trees in both foreground and back

ground.The simple cloud rendering in Fig.

17, 38 , 39, and 43 make very pleasing back

ground effects.

In making original foliage pictures do not

attempt to draw every leaf on a tree but try

to get simple masseffects of light and shade.

Observe the peculiar,characteristic shape of

the tree you are sketching and try to render it

in a simple way with good strong light and
shade effects.

CHARCOAL AND CRAYON

Renderingin charcoal is one ofthe easiest

and most effective ways of making quick

sketches and illustrations. Charcoal paper

comes in sheets 19x25 inches.

The charcoal comes in sticks about six inches

long and can be purchased at art stores. A

small piece of chamois skin is used to rub the

light tones down, or dust off the charcoal. A

piece of kneaded rubber for picking out high

lights, a crayon holder to hold the short pieces,

and a sandpaper block for sharpening the

charcoal sticks is all you need.

If you want to preserve your work you

should have a fixatif sprayer and a bottle of

fixatif. When the drawing is complete spray
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fixatif all over it, this fixes it so that the char

coal will not rub off.

You can make a very interesting charcoal

picture by using gray paper and then touching

up the highlight withwhite chalk, or Chinese

White. Fig. 47 was made in this way.

The shoe drawing Fig. 48 was made with

soft Pearl crayon. ( Conte crayon is about

the same thing) . This isdone on smooth paper

or bristol board and rubbed down smooth with

a paper stump.

The highlights are picked out with a piece

of kneaded rubber, and the details of the

stitching are done with pen and ink and

touchesof Chinese white.

WASH DRAWING

Wash drawing is so called because the dif

ferent tones are washed or flowed on with

water color.

Most artists use lamp black or charcoal gray

for the purpose. Take a pan of water color

lamp black (which costs from ten to twenty

fivecents at an art store ) and a piece of What

mans illustration board ; Make your pencil

drawing first, then take a large brush , dip it in

clear water begin at the top of the card and

wash or brush water all over the surface.

Now rub a brush across the dampened sur
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face of the lamp black and thin with water to

a very pale gray, wash in the lightest tones

first andgradually work up to darkest sha

dows. You can blend the tones by using a

damp brush along the lines where the two

tones meet.

You can make a nice poster effect by outlin

ing the picture with a pen and waterproof ink

and then filling in theflat tones, always leave

some pure white for the lightest tones.

The cartoon Fig. 49 was made in sepia wash,

the outlines are pure sepia water color and the

lighter tones are thin washes. The head was

cut from a sepia photograph and pasted on

the drawing.

You can also use Higgin's general drawing

ink (not waterproof) and thin it with water

for the different tones of wash drawing.

Most artists prefer to work with opaquie

colors, sometimes called guache, or else use

wash tones for backgrounds and large spaces

and do the detail work in guache.

In guache drawing the lighter tones are pro)

duced by mixing charcoal gray with chinese

white to any desired tone and applying the

color as a paint instead of in washes.

You will find the opaque colors easier 10

handle than wash , and more practical for cor. l

mercial work .

First make your pencil sketch, then procerd

to paint your picture just as though you we e
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using colors, only you are representing color

with black, white and different tonesof gray.

Some high class illustrators work with black

and white oil colors.

Whatever medium you use your drawings

should be snappy with touches of pure black

and white, as the halftone process of repro

duction tends to kill the contrast: that is, your

white will become light gray, and the black a

very darkgray in the reproduction.

Red sable brushes are best, youneed about

three sizes, a No. 1 or every small brush for

detailing, and one or two larger brushes for

the larger work.

Figs.50, 51, 52 and 53 are different styles of

wash drawings, some of the white highlights

were paintedin with Chinese white after the

wash work was completed.

ENGRAVING HOUSE WORK

Theyoung artist cannotexpect to be a high

class illustrator at the beginning, but must be

content to begin as an engraving house, or

newspaper artist. Even there you are not apt

to have a chance to do much original work at

first.

But you will have a chance to develop your

artistic abilityby drawinglayouts, and group

ing photographs. You will be allowed to fill in
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lettering, and do some of the less important

detail work, and when you prove that you have

real ability your opportunities and salary will

begin to grow.

An engraving house offerswonderful oppor

tunities to see art in the making. The salary

is not usually large but there is a chance to

learn the practicalmethods of art work.

Engraving house work usually consists of

lettering, photo retouching, and black and

white illustrations.

Photo retouching is done mostly with anair

brush, an ordinary photo of a machine or other

article is usually too flat and contains too

much unnecessary detail for advertising pur

poses.

The air brush renderings shown herein

were produced with a Paasche air brush . Fig.

54 shows a model B. Fig. 55 a Type M, air

brush which is especially suited to photo re

touching. A complete air brush outfit costs

anywhere from $ 25.00 to $100.00.

| Fig. 56 showsthe air brush in use and Fig.

57 shows a good sample of mechanical photo

retouching

The artist usually pastes a piece of Frisket

paper on the photo and cuts out the different

parts before he applies the air brush tints,this

paper protects the other parts of the photo
from the spray.

The air brush plays a very important part in
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1

modern commercial art and many wonderful

effects can be obtained by a skilled artist.

The air brush is also used almost exclusively

in photo enlarging, the artist has a photo

enlargement madethe proper size and then

finishes it up in colors, or in sepia tones with
an air brush .

Enlarged photos are sometimes used inmak

ing penand ink pictures. Draw righton top
of the photo with waterproof ink and when

this is dry mix Chlorinated limeandwater to

make a paste, brush this over the photo and

ti

1.

LE

0

ot
FIGURE 65.

* it will fade out, rinse with clear water and

I sponge off with vinegar.

Engraving house work is usually done about

t twice the size it is to be printed. Figs. 60, 61,

62, 63 and 64 are good small samples of pen

i and ink engraving house work .
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The poster style auto Fig. 65 and the furni

ture pictures Fig. 66 are popular styles of

rendering as used by the large advertising

companies.

The outdoor girls, Fig. 67, 68 and 69, show

good pen handling, this snappy style of work

is in good demandamong the big advertisers.

The cut “ Put pep in your lettering” is a sam

ple of fair hand lettering reduced to about one

fourth the size of the original drawing.

If youare not able to do as well youshould

get the book " How to paint Signs and Sho'

Cards” and study up on the subject, as the

ability to do good lettering is just as import

ant to a commercial artist as it is to a sign

painter

Another branch of art worthy of some

study is animal drawing. You may choose

your subjects from life, cr work from other

pictures, try to get good characteristic poses

and bring out the action and character of

your subject.

No matter whether you expect to be a com

mercial artist,cartoonist or a high class illus

trator you will have to use animal pictures

and a little specialized study on the subject

will be a great help to you in the future.

PUT PEP IN YOUR

LETTERING
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FIGURE DRAWING

The human figure is considered one of the

most difficult and important studies for the

art student.

Many volumes have been written on the sub

ject and many painters spend the best years

of their lives in studying the human figure.

This in my opinion is carrying the matter

too far : many an artist who knows the exact

location of every bone and vein in the body

would be unable to make a really saleable

illustration.

Art is more a matter of expression than

imitation. A drawing that expresses life and

action is certain to prove more interesting

than one that is merely accurate.

Some study in a good life class will be of

great benefit to you and such work cannot be

replaced by book study.

A few general rules will be of some benefit

to you and you can find good material for

figure sketches anywhere.

The ideal adult figure is supposed to be

about eight heads high , but in actual life you
will find that the head is more often one-sev

enth the length of the entire figure.

In fashion drawing the figures are usually

made taller, while in cartooning the heads are
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usually made large in proportion to the body

in order to get better expression in the face.

Men are widest at the shoulders, while the

female figure is widest at the hips. The male

figure is muscular, and particular emphasis

should be placed on this in drawing, while the

female figure is composed of graceful curves.

The eyes come in the center of the head

measuring up and down, the ears are level

with the nose and about the same length.

An infant's head is very large in propor

tion to its body and the features : eyes, nose,

mouth , etc. are small in comparison to the

head. The rough diagram Fig. 70, 71 and 72

gives the general proportions.

You can get good action in your figures by

drawing little action skeletons like the ones

shown Fig . 73 to 78 and then constructing the

figure around the skeleton.

Try drawing these little skeletons in as

many different poses as you can think of.

The outdoor girls Fig. 79, 80 and 81 show

the female figure in illustrative pen and ink

treatment, note especially the way the folds

and wrinkles of the cloth are rendered, also

seeFig. 67, 68 and 69.

The proper light and shade effect in draw

ing wrinkles in the clothing is very important,

and you will do well to study this at every op

portunity.

Fig. 82 is a decorative pen drawing after the

famous mural painter and art teacher Al
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phonse Mucha. Also the pictures Figs. 19 to

24 are copies of his wonderful decorative fig

ures.

Mucha was born in Moravia, Austria , in

1860. His illustrations for a history of the

German empire, and his posters of Sarah

Bernhardt made him famous.

His splendid compositions, pleasing color

combinations, and original decorative treat

ment combine to make his work a source of

inspiration to all lovers of art.

CARTOONING AND HUMOROUS

ILLUSTRATING

If you have carefully studied the preceding

chapters and done the prescribed amount of

work you are now ready to take up the sub

ject of cartooning.

A good cartoonist is a very versatile person

and must have not only a sense of humor and

the ability to draw , but he should also have a

fair knowledge and understanding of almost

every subject, especially history.

The ability to see the ridiculous side of any

situation and to put action and character in

your pictures will help you a great deal in get

ting into the game.

If you can write and illustrate a really

funny story you can sell it a great deal easier
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than the drawings or the story alone. I have

sold the material for several joke books in
this way.

On page 77 are nine circles, divided into

quarters. There are nine different expres

sions, conveyed by slight - how slight you will

not realize till you try it for yourself - differ

ences in the positions and shapes of the lines

and dots within the circles.

Take the nine in their order.

The first, indicating surprise, is accom

plished by the shape and position of the eye

brows alone. The dots representing eyes,

nose, and mouth may be mechanicallyplaced
in relation to the centre of the circle. Look at

it and see .

The second. Normal expression. The dots

remain unaltered. The expression is con

veyed by a horizontal line drawn through the

dot representing the mouth , and by altering

the position of the eyebrows.

The third. Rage. Indicated by a further

alteration of the eyebrows and mouth, and by

slightly lowering the dots representing the

eyes.

The fourth. Stupidity. The top three dots

are still in the same position as in the first

figure. The eyebrows are raised and just by

lowering the line representing the mouth, and

turning up the ends of that line, the desired

expression is produced.

The fifth . Fear. Here the eyebrows droop,
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and lines are introduced under the eyes,

giving a staring expression. The line repre

senting the mouthis curved up so that its

ends meet in a circle .

The sixth. Laughter. The eyebrows are

raised higher. The mouth is a crescent, with

upturned ends. Wrinkling at the corners of

the eyes, due to involuntary muscular con

traction, is simply expressed as shown in the

figure.

The seventh . Determination . A series of

horizontal lines, with the mouth raised

slightly higher, and compressed to one firm

line, achieve this end.

The eighth. Boredom. Achieved by lifting

the eyebrows higher than in any previous ex

pression ; the mouth is where it was in stupid

ity, almost, but with the corners turned down,

and the end of the nose is pulled down toward

the mouth .

The ninth. Innocence. Every one of the

features is lifted, as shown in the figure.

Mouth and nose are very close together,

drawn up instead of down.

It looks simple, but in reality it is not. In

these nine diagrams are the foundations of

all necessary expressions in humorous line

drawing. The face, in this case by no means

conforming to anatomical requirements, is

here used only as a vehicle for the expression

of emotions.

Profiles. If you will compare the nine
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drawings of edge-profiles, on page 80 you will

find that the first part of the training consists

in drawing a part of a circle, somewhere be

tween one- third and one-half. Each of the

captions is descriptive of the nine expressions

the face is intended to wear. Assuming that

you have done the nine complete circles and

put the expressions in, then these nine will

come naturally. But there is one point you

ought to note particularly.

In these profiles, you have only half the

face : in other words, you have to get in just

as much expression with half the material to
work on.

The broncho Fig. 97 is a pen drawing re

duced about one-half. The animal picture Fig .

98 is a brush rendering made with a small red

sable brush and Bissell's black show card

color. The original was about five times as

large as the print.

The cartoon action and expression pictures

should be all copied, also the hands. Then try

to make some similar drawings of your own

hands in different positions.

Good expressive hands and feet are as im

portant ina cartoon as an expressive face.

The secret of a good likeness in a cartoon is

to observe the peculiar characteristics of

your subject, and then exaggerate those feat

ures. If a man has a high forehead and a

small moustache, make the forehead very high

and the moustache very tiny, then if you have
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given the proper shape to his nose and other

features you will geta likeness that everyona

will recognize.

Probably the question most frequently

heard by a cartoonist is, where do you get the

ideas ? The world is full of ideas and each

person sees the things he is looking for. Thus

a cartoonist sees many funny little incidents

that are of great value to him, while other

people pass them by unheeding.

When I was working as a cartoonist I saw at

least three times as many funny incidents as I

see now when engaged in serious art work.

I will give you anidea of a few of the hun

dreds of actual incidents which I used to ad

vantage in my work. These things were often

used as details, and not the real big idea for
the cartoon.

One time in Denver I saw a typical old time

farmer with his head entirely in the small

window of a peanut wagon, and his whiskers

in the candy saying to the surprised vendor

“ Gimme a nickle's worth o' pop corn.'

Another time in St. Louis I overheard two

old ladies talking, one said , "Have you ever

been in New York ? ” “ No” replied the other,

"but I've heard of it ."

Another which I have seen in several car

toons since was a man being held up, or beat

up , or both , he yelled “ Help ! Police !" " Shut

up” growled his assailant, “ I don't need any

help."

意
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Most ideas used in cartoons are old jokes

re-hashed, for instance you may hear a good

joke at a theatre or on the street, then go home

and write it up with any additional ridiculous

detail you may be able to imagine.

A cartoon to be really successful must con

tain an element of truth as well as something

funny. Many cartoonists succeed by using

animals instead of people for their subjects,

and making them do and say the funny things

that people have done and said.

Remember to be successful every detail of

your cartoon should be funny. Study Zim's

drawings and notice the many little humorous

touches in a single drawing.

Unless you have a natural sense of humor

it would be hard to make a cartoonist of you,

but these suggestions may serve to make the

way easier.

A student left to his own resources is apt to

choose unsuitable studies for copying. You

might copy Mutt and Jeff until you could do

them as well as the originals and still you

would not be worth ten dollars a week as an

artist.

It is the ideas that sell such work, and not

the ability to draw. Most comic strips are

poorly drawn, but this does not mean that a

poorly drawn picture is necessarily funny.

Our really great cartoonists such as J. N.

Darling of the N. Y. Tribune Syndicate, and

Herbert Johnson, of the Saturday Evening
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Post, are well educated men, and keen observ

ers as well as good artists.

It is much more difficult to draw good orig

inal cartoons on a different subject each day

than to use the samecharacters and put them

through their paces in a comic strip.

Do not think when you become a profes

sional cartoonist that every idea you conceive

will be published ; far from it, you would be

lucky if even half of your ideas suited the

editor, and often your caption or heading will

be changed entirely.

A really good managing editor can often im

prove the artist's original idea and again he

maykill it entirely. I distinctly remember the

grief I suffered when one of my cartoons

showing a bear chasing a man had the cap

tion changed, and lost all its meaning and

humor.

Again I made a drawing of alarge shoe up

sidedownfor a shoe sale ad. withthe caption

“ We are turning things upside down in the

shoe business." The advertising man made it

read “Wehave turned our stock upside down .”

Notonly the beginner, but the old time car

toonist who has been on the staff for years

sees his ideas crossed off frequently, and the

Editor writes a new caption for the drawing,

which may either improve or kill the idea.

The picture “ A Meeting of the League for

Peace," shows a good example of cartoon ac

tion and perspective.

d
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1 The weather cartoons show what can be

done in atmospheric effects with a very few

pen lines. The snow effect in Fig. 120 was

scratched on the black background with the

point of a pen knife.

Next to the idea itself action and character

are the most important things to consider in

cartooning. Study the actors in the movie

comedies for goodexamples of character, and

try to get good action, not only in your figures,

but inanimals as well.

Study the many examples of pen work in

this book, most of them have some special

lesson for you which may not be apparent at

the first glance.

Some of the pictures are used simply as an

example of composition, others for unusual

pen effects, some show the extreme action

often used in cartooning ; and still others are

used togive yousome idea of the greatvariety

of workyou will be called on to do when you

go into an engraving house, advertising

agency, or newspaper office.

When you are capable of making saleable

cartoons, or other drawings, you should adopt

some signature for your work, the only sug

gestion I have to offer is that you make it

legible. When you are doing regular cartoon

work the advertising you get from your sig

nature is very valuable.

In commercial art or engraving house work

you are not usually supposed to use your sig
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nature, as a great many advertisers object to

it, unless youare an artist of unusual reputa

tion. In that case the signature enhances the

value of the illustration.

Adrawing by J. M. Flagg or Franklin Booth

would be almost certain to have the artist's

name on it. But a similar drawing by an un

known artist is considered better without. If

you do put yourname or initials on commer

cial work make them small and inconspicuous.

As a parting word I would say, study the

best work and decide why it is good ; don't

waste time finding fault with poor work . You

find what you look for in this world ; look for

the best.

SELLING YOUR WORK

It is as important to know how to sell your

drawings asto be able to make them.

The method of finding a market depends

somewhat on the line of work you intend to

follow. If you wish to be a commercial artisti

the engraving houses are usually your best

opportunity. Every large city has a number

ofengraving houses andyou can locate them

by referring to the business telephone direc

tory.

Draw up several good sample designs, in

cluding one or two samples of lettering and
take them along as samples of your work .
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An engraving house artist earns from

twenty dollars per week up. The salary is .

small at first, but it is a good way to get ac

quainted with practical art work.

If you desire to get on the art staff of a

newspaperyou will probably have to start by

doing smalladvertising designs and " layout

work” which means grouping photographs

and making border designs for same.

In the field of cartooning you have the

newspapers, magazines, and the producers of

animated motion pictures to apply to.

The original drawings for animated car

toons are usually made within a space 7x91/2

inches.

It requires many hundreds of drawings to

produce an ordinary animated cartoon. Of

course a great deal of work is saved by using

celluloid backgrounds and other tricks. All

of this must be seen to be thoroughly under

stood . The principal requirement for an ani

mator is the ability to do good characteristic

freehand cartooning.

The beginner cannot expect to get a large

salary atthe very start, but a goodhustlercan

often pick up a few outside or freelance jobs

that may amount to anywhere from ten to one

hundred or more dollars per week.

Be modest and polite in your dealings with

buyers of art workand you will gain their

respect and good will.

Following is a list of publishers and others

j
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who buy good suitable drawings. It is best

to investigate and find out what class of work

a publisher uses before submitting your work.

(Most artists submit six or more drawings

at a time. This is not necessary however.

Always send postage for return of your

drawings whenyou submit them .)

Chicago Tribune Syndicate, 512 Fifth Ave., N. Y. City.

Central Press Association, World Building, N. Y. City.

Newspaper Feature Service, 246 West 59th St., N. Y. City.

New York Herald , New York.

International Syndicate, Baltimore, Md.

International Feature Service, 246 West 59th St., N. Y. C.

Associated Newspapers , Inc., 170 Broadway, N. Y. City.

Life Magazine, 17 West 31st St. , N. Y.

World Color Printing Company, St. Louis, Mo.

Chicago Tribune, Chicago, Ill.

Judge Magazine, Brunswick Building, N. Y.

Newspaper Enterprise Association, 1200 West Third St. ,

Cleveland, O.

George Matthew Adams Syndicate, 8 W. 41st St. , N. Y.

New York Tribune Syndicate, 154 Nassau St. , N. Y. C.

New York World , Park Row, New York.

Thompson Feature Service, 45 West 16th St. , N. Y. C.

King Features Syndicate, 246 West 59th St. , N. Y. City.

Scribners Magazine, New York.

United States Feature Service, 63 Park Row, N. Y. City.

Harpers Magazine, New York.

Central Press Association , Fourth Street , Cleveland, Ohio.

Copic Service Company, New York, N. Y.

Motion Picture Magazine, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Consolidated Features Company, Washington, D. C.

Public Ledger Syndicate, Philadelphia , Pa.

Bell Syndicate , New York World Building.

Keystone Syndicate, Philadelphia , Pa.

International Press Bureau , 118 North La Salle St. ,

Chicago, I11 .

ANIMATED CARTOONS

The Wm. Fox Film Co. , New York City.

Pray Film Co. , New York City.

The Ad Film Co. , Kansas City, Mo.

Upon request, we will try to supply any book on Art and

allied subjects published . J. S. Ogilvie Publishing Co., 57

Rose Street, New York, N. Y.

· 2571 Red
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